Dodging the CTL response: viral evasion of Fas and granzyme induced apoptosis
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1. ABSTRACT

The importance of CTL induced apoptosis as a vital part of the protection of host organisms from pathogenic viruses cannot be overstated. Conversely, the ability of a virus to evade CTL induced apoptosis is equally important to its survival. Important insights in viral pathogenesis and host immunology have been discovered through observations of this constantly evolving interchange. This mini review will build upon previously published comprehensive reviews by reorganizing the anti-apoptotic strategies specific for CTL induced apoptosis and integrating recent discoveries in viral evasion of Fas/FasL and perforin/granzyme mediated apoptosis. This updated look at viral evasion in the context of the CTL response should generate dialogue and provide impetus for research to illuminate interactions between the best defense against viruses and the viral adaptations to evade this defense.

2. INTRODUCTION

Comprehensive reviews found in references (1) (2) and (3) have shown a variety of viral proteins that inhibit apoptosis via a diverse set of proteins. This mini review strives to reorganize and update this data to describe viral defenses against a specific piece of host immunity – the CD8+ cytotoxic T lymphocyte (CTL) response. The CTL response is generally accepted as one of the most important aspects of the immune system for combating viral infections. Briefly, and in general, viral infection of a host cell leads to production of viral proteins in the cytoplasm. These proteins are ubiquinated, delivered to the proteosome and processed into 8-10 amino acid peptides. These peptides are transported into the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) via the transporter associated with antigen processing (TAP) and loaded onto major histocompatibility complex (MHC) Class I molecules. These MHC:peptide
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Figure 1. This diagram illustrates the major pathways of CTL induced apoptosis and the viral proteins that are able to block these pathways directly. 1. Viral proteins that are able to downregulate Fas expression or otherwise prevent Fas/FasL binding. 2. vFLIPS and related viral proteins that interfere with FADD/FLICE interaction by interacting with FADD and FLICE. 3. Serpins and related viral proteins that can interfere with FADD/FLICE interaction by interacting with FLICE. 4. Viral proteins that are known to inhibit granzyme B activity either by interrupting granzyme B binding to caspase 3 or interrupting granzyme B binding to Bid.

complexes are processed via the golgi apparatus and exported for display on the cell surface. Circulating T lymphocytes with a T cell receptor (TCR) with complement determining regions (CDR1 and CDR2) that recognize the MHC molecule, and a CDR3 that recognizes the peptide, bind to the infected cell (4). This binding event, coupled with the binding of the CD8 molecule to the MHC molecule, activates the T cell, which causes release of perforin/granzyme and upregulation of Fas/FasL. These two pathways, both of which are described below and shown graphically in “Figure 1”, eventually lead to apoptosis of the target cell thus rendering the virus nonreplicative. CTLs are not the only cells that utilize these pathways to induce cell death but they are unique in appearing to have no preference as to which path is utilized. In contrast, NK cells and CD4 Th2 cells prefer the perforin/granzyme pathway and CD4 Th1 cells prefer the Fas/FasL pathway (5).

Understanding the exquisite balance between host cell survival and virus survival requires an understanding of the needs of the virus and the complexities of the apoptotic pathways. Viruses require the cellular machinery to replicate and spread. If the host cell dies, the virus dies. Because CTL induced apoptosis is an effective way to kill infected cells, it is obvious why many viruses have evolved mechanisms to inhibit CTL induced apoptosis. While there are a multitude of ways that a virus can inhibit apoptosis (1) (2) and (3), this review will be focused on only those virus families that have evolved mechanisms to inhibit CTL induced apoptosis directly via Fas/FasL or perforin/granzyme pathway inhibition. Likewise, there are other ways viruses evade the CTL response that are not included here. For example, those viruses that are able to downregulate MHC Class 1 molecules (6) (7) or interfere with transport of peptides into the ER (8). Finally, as with any cell signaling phenomena, it is impossible to separate all apoptotic pathways since most of them share components, such as the Caspas and Bcl-2 (5). Therefore, many viral proteins, such as Bcl-2 homologs (9) and effector caspase inhibitors that are able to block CTL induced apoptosis downstream of Fas/FasL signaling and perforin/granzyme activity are not included in this review.
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Although the inhibition of CTL induced apoptosis is the focus of this review, it should be noted that many viruses appear to have evolved ways to induce apoptosis. While apoptosis induction has not been definitively proven in vivo for all viral proteins that show pro-apoptotic activity in vitro, and many of the mechanisms of apoptosis induction elude discovery, it seems intuitive that viruses evolved pro-apoptotic proteins to facilitate viral spread. Some viruses, including some of the most currently relevant pathogens such as Coronaviruses (SARS), Filoviruses (Ebola), and Orthomyxoviruses (Influenza), induce apoptosis via a multitude of pro-apoptotic strategies (1,10-18). A brief glimpse of these representative references will serve as an introduction to the many varieties of strategies that viruses employ to induce apoptosis. This variety is mirrored in the diversity of mechanisms that have evolved to inhibit CTL mediated apoptosis.

3. VIRAL EVASION OF CTL INDUCED APOPTOSIS

As mentioned above, there are two major pathways that are induced by CTL recognition of MHC:peptide complexes on the cell surface. These pathways originate with Fas/FasL binding and perforin/granzyme release. The following is a brief overview of the major players in these CTL induced apoptotic pathways.

One of the consequences of TCR binding to its cognizant MHC:peptide complex is upregulation of Fas/FasL. Binding of FasL of the CTL to Fas molecules on the infected host cell induces the Fas monomers to form trimeric complexes. The intracellular death domain (DD) of the Fas molecule recruits and enables formation of the death inducing signaling complex (DISC) which includes recruitment of the Fas-associated DD (FADD) adaptor molecule. FADD contains an N terminal DD that interacts with Fas and a C terminal death effector domain (DED) that allows interaction with downstream molecules such as Fas-like interleukin (IL)-1β converting enzyme (FLICE, caspase 8). Interaction with FLICE allows activation of caspase 8 (via cleavage at aspartic acid residues of the regulatory prodomain (5)). Caspase 8, in turn, activates downstream molecules including caspase 3. Activated caspase 3 is able to cleave a variety of substrates including DNA repair enzymes, structural proteins, and caspase-activated deoxyribonuclease (CAD) inhibitor (ICAD) as well as other caspases (19). Activated CAD translocates to the nucleus and causes DNA fragmentation. Although the FADD-FLICE pathway appears to be the major pathway induced by Fas/FasL binding, and is the only one covered by this review, there are alternative CTL mediated pathways, such as the receptor interacting protein (RIP) associated interleukin-1-beta converting enzyme and C. elegans death receptor-3 homolog homologous protein with DD (RAIDD) pathway, that may act as backup pathways (20).

The second major pathway induced by TCR binding to MHC:peptide complexes involves the release of perforin/granzyme. Binding of TCR and MHC:peptide complex induces polarization of the T cell granules and degranulation of the T Cell. Although the degranulation and host cell uptake mechanisms are not clearly understood (21), it is known that cell lysis can occur via perforin/granzyme pathway when Fas binding is blocked (22). It is also known that perforin and granzyme (primarily granzyme B) are both necessary for CTL induced apoptosis (23). The prevailing model of cell uptake, in which perforin polymerizes at the target cell surface to form a pore through which the granzyme B enters the cell, has been called into question and the newest data seems to indicate that the perforin and granzyme B are endocytosed by the target cell and then perforin acts within the endocytic vesicle to release granzyme B into the cytoplasm (23). Upon entering the cytoplasm granzyme B is able to induce cell death in both a caspase dependent (apoptotic) and a caspase independent (necrotic) manner. granzyme B can activate caspase 3 directly which leads to the activation of CAD and apoptosis. Alternatively, granzyme B can also activate Bid which can lead to activation of BAX which dimerizes with B cell follicular lymphoma 2 (Bcl-2) and removes it from the surface of the mitochondria. This results in a change in the membrane potential and causes destabilization of the mitochondria. Upon destabilization the mitochondria swells and releases cytochrome C, which can cause necrosis of the cell (caspase independent) or can initiate apoptosis (caspase dependent) by binding the apoptotic protease activating factor (APAF-1). This complex then activates caspase 9 which is able to activate caspase 3 (23). Activated caspase 3 is able to initiate apoptosis through CAD.

This summarizes the two major pathways associated with CTL induced apoptosis. The rest of this review will attempt to summarize the viral proteins that are known to inhibit CTL induced apoptosis by blocking the Fas/FasL pathway or the perforin/granzyme B pathway. This review will cover those viral proteins that are capable of interrupting 1) Fas/FasL binding, 2) FADD activation of caspase 8/FLICE, and 3) granzyme B binding of caspase 3 and Bid. “Figure 1” summarizes all of the viral proteins that can directly block CTL induced apoptosis.

3.1. Inhibitors of FAS/FASL binding

As described above the binding of Fas and FasL initiates an apoptotic cascade. Viral proteins have been found that can inhibit the Fas/FasL binding event, providing protection for the virus from apoptosis initiated via the Fas/FasL pathway in CTLs. There are two major ways to inhibit any ligand binding event. The first is to actually block either the receptor (Fas) or the ligand (FasL). The second is to downregulate expression of the receptor or ligand, or render either the receptor or ligand inaccessible. Although tumor necrosis factor receptor (TNFR) homologs have been found in poxviruses (24), there are no known viral Fas homologs that perform a similar receptor blocking or ligand sequestering function. Instead, viruses have evolved mechanisms to block Fas/FasL binding via downregulation of Fas expression. Adenovirus (AV) subgroup C viruses code for an early 3 (E3) region which is known to have multiple anti-immune products (25). The E3-10.4K/14.5K complex specifically induces loss of Fas..
surface expression with no loss of Fas protein production or intracellular stores of Fas (26). Later it was shown that this complex, now called receptor internalization and degradation (RID) complex, mediates this loss of cell surface expression via internalization and subsequent degradation of Fas in lysosomes (27). Although the mechanisms of this are not fully understood, it has been reported that RIDβ (formerly E3-14.5K) contains a tyrosine residue that is an absolute requirement for Fas downregulation (28) and abrogation of the cell surface localization function of RIDα (formerly E3-10.4K) led to deficient Fas downregulation (29). Another AV protein, E3-6.7K, has been shown to be necessary for removal of other receptors from the cell surface by RID but it has not been proven for Fas downregulation (30). A second virus that is known to be capable of Fas receptor downregulation is the Myxoma Virus (MV), which is a poxvirus that infects rabbits. MV leukemia-associated protein (LAP) resides in the ER and has been shown to down-regulate Fas and MHC upon transfection (31). Although this and subsequent studies have illustrated that MV LAP is a ubiquitin ligase that functions to target MHC molecules (32), there are no reports that MV LAP downregulates Fas in the same manner. In addition, there has been no report that the MV LAP homologs found in poxviruses and herpesviruses downregulate Fas receptors. One report indicated that cells infected with Herpes Simplex Virus 2 (HSV-2), but not HSV-1, sequestered Fas within the cell (33), although the viral product responsible for this was never found. There are also many viral proteins that have been shown to downregulate cell surface receptors such as MHC Class I molecules and CD4 molecules and many of these have never been tested for the ability to downregulate Fas.

3.2. Inhibitors of FADD/FLICE

A second way to directly block Fas mediated CTL induced apoptosis is by interfering with the signaling molecules that are recruited by the trimerization of bound Fas/Fasl. Multiple viruses have been shown to code for proteins that inhibit the interaction between FADD and caspase 8. One group of these proteins is called viral Fas-associated death-domain-like interleukin-1β converting enzyme (FLICE/caspase 8) inhibitory proteins (vFLIPs). The best characterized vFLIP is MC159 from Molluscum Contagiosum (MC) virus, another poxvirus. It was originally reported that MC159, MC160 (another MC virus protein) and Equine Herpesvirus 2 (EHV-2) E8 contained 2 DED-like regions. In this same study it was demonstrated that EHV2 E8 interacted with procaspase 8, MC159 interacted with FADD and Fas induced apoptosis was inhibited in the presence of either of these proteins (34). Although MC160 is similar to MC159 in that it shares DED-like regions and the ability to bind FADD, it acts in a cooperative manner with MC159 and is unable to block apoptosis independently (35). Recent research into the mechanism of FADD blocking by MC159 indicates that binding FADD and caspase 8 is not sufficient for apoptosis inhibition but that hydrophobic amino acids in three areas of the MC159 DED-like regions are critical to apoptosis inhibition (36). vFLIPs have also been found in Bovine Herpesvirus 4 (BHV4), Kaposi’s Sarcoma-Associated Herpesvirus (KSHV) and Herpesvirus Saimiri (HVS). The BHV4 BORFE2 shows homology to other vFLIPs and has been shown in a yeast two-hybrid system to interact with procaspase 8 and inhibit apoptosis, (37) indicating that it is most likely similar in mechanism to other vFLIPs. Until recently, vFLIPs were thought to be viral proteins with two DED-like regions that could interact with FADD and FLICE (and other similar proteins in other signaling pathways) in order to block Fas mediated apoptosis. Subsequent research in KSHV and HVS has provided a deeper insight into this group of viral proteins. The HVS vFLIP ORF 71 has been examined in vivo and was found to be dispensable for HVS pathogenicity and T cell transformation despite its anti-apoptotic effects (38). This serves as a reminder of the importance of biological context in experimentation and indicates a need for more in vivo analysis of the importance of vFLIPs. In addition, KSHV K13 has been shown to prevent caspase activation and was also shown in vivo to promote tumor establishment and growth (39). In addition, the KSHV vFLIP has been shown to stimulate high levels of nuclear factor κB (NF-κB) expression via both canonical and non-canonical pathways in primary effusion lymphomas (40) via the physical interaction with and constitutive stimulation of the I-kappa-B kinase (IKK) complex (41) and induction of interleukin-6 (IL-6) (42). The most recent studies indicate that the KSHV vFLIP has oncogenic capabilities in transgenic mice independent of its ability to inhibit apoptosis (43). Based on older work and this collection of recent work on vFLIPS in herpesviruses, it can be concluded that the vFLIP family of proteins are more diverse and multi-functional than was originally thought. Therefore, it may be useful to revisit poxvirus vFLIPS to search for additional functions and to attempt to identify and characterize vFLIPS in the other viral families.

A second group of proteins that interfere with FADD/FLICE are serine proteinase inhibitors (SPI or serpins) that inhibit this interaction by binding to and preventing activation of caspase 8. The first viral protein known to directly block CTL mediated apoptosis by interfering with the Fas/Fasl pathway was the Cowpox Virus (CV) cytokine response modifier A (CrmA) protein (44), which had been previously identified as an inhibitor of apoptosis in neuronal cells (45). Subsequently, a homologous serpin in Vaccinia Virus called SPI-2 (B13R) that could also inhibit Fas induced apoptosis by interfering with caspase activation was identified (46) (47). The SPI-2 molecule was also found to inhibit Fas mediated apoptosis in Rabbitpox (RPV) (48) and Ectromelia Virus (EV) (49). The Myxoma Virus (MV) Serp2 was also found to inhibit apoptosis but when tested in vivo was not interchangeable with CrmA thus demonstrating the specificity of serpins for particular caspases (50). Using the ability of serpins to specifically inhibit apoptosis, especially CrmA, researchers were able to pinpoint viral protein functional specificity to the FLICE molecule (caspase 8) thus establishing FLICE as a part of the apoptotic pathway (51). Later, caspase 8 assays were useful in finding other viral inhibitors of FLICE. The CrmA story is a prime example of utilizing the interactions between virus and host cell components to help illuminate aspects of each. AV also has a 14.7K protein that is not homologous to any of the serpins but that interacts
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with FLICE and blocked apoptosis in co infection studies (52). More research in this area is needed to clarify the interactions between FLICE and serpins (and other FLICE interacting proteins). It is also possible that there are additional serpins that interact with other caspases that have not been identified.

3.3. Inhibitors of granzyme B

It was first demonstrated in 1995 that granzyme B could bind and activate CCP32 (now called caspase 3) (53). In that same year, CV CrmA was shown to inhibit granzyme B independently of Fas mediated apoptosis (54) as could MV Serp2, relatively weakly when compared to CrmA (55) although the mechanism has not been fully determined. AV assembly protein L4-100K (100K) also inhibits apoptosis by interacting with granzyme B. This interaction is dependent upon an aspartic acid residue found in 100K and is the first known report of a viral protein that is susceptible to cleavage by granzyme B that can inhibit granzyme B (56). The HSV-1 gene Us3 has been shown to interrupt granzyme B pathway by phosphorylation of Bid which prevents granzyme B processing of Bid (57). The HSV-1 Us5 gene has also shown to be important for the inhibition of granzyme B but the mechanism is unclear (58). It is clear that these are only a few of the viruses that would be expected to code for proteins that can disrupt granzyme B mediated apoptosis. More research in this area is needed to increase our understanding of the mechanisms involved in both viral evasion of granzyme B and in the mechanism of granzyme B induced apoptosis.

4. CONCLUSION

There are many factors that should be considered when examining the data associated with viral proteins that inhibit CTL induced apoptosis. First, one should recognize that in vitro apoptosis can be induced by many factors inherent in cell cultures so relevant controls and adequate detection assays are vital. In addition, studying Fas/FasL or perforin/granzyme induction of apoptosis without actual CTL stimulation/degranulation removes many confusing factors, such as helper cells and cytokines. This simplifies interpretation of the data but leaves a void between results and biological significance. Also, in vivo data cannot always be obtained from an animal model that correlates well with the human disease, which is extremely important when trying to illuminate the workings of complex signaling pathway that exists in vivo in a constant state of flux. With those ideas in mind it is easy to see that a multitude of work remains in this area in order to truly understand the mechanisms of apoptosis inhibition. In addition, this review has organized the known and generally accepted data into specific areas where the basic mechanism is proven. This approach excludes a literal gold mine of data that has been published in which Fas mediated apoptosis inhibition has been observed, but the mechanism is simply unknown. For example, it is known that one of the eight Epstein-Barr Virus (EBV) latent genes inhibits apoptosis but which gene is unknown (although EBNA 1 has been ruled out) (59). Pseudorabies virus (PRV) virus blocks apoptosis in nerve cells through another unknown mechanism (60). In African Swine Fever Virus (ASFV) the gene product EP153R, which codes for a nonessential protein, was shown to be anti-apoptotic in vitro using a knockout virus. This is the first description of a viral C-type lectin with anti-apoptotic properties.(61) A better understanding of the anti-apoptotic mechanism and studies of other C-type lectins would be critical to understanding this novel group of anti-apoptotic proteins. A novel anti-apoptotic function for Simian Virus 40 (SV40) T antigen function was discovered when livers of transgenic mice were injected with anti-Fas mAbs. This caused large regions of carcinoma nodules to form that expressed high levels of T antigen (62), indicating a new role for T antigen in SV40 pathogenicity. In addition to these representative examples of experiments that form a basis for additional studies there are also examples of conflicting data in this area that need to be resolved. One such example is Fas-mediated apoptosis in Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) infection. One study has reported that Nef expression delays Fas mediated apoptosis and reduces the number of cells that undergo apoptosis. The cells showed no change in surface expression of Fas but activated caspase 3 and caspase 8 were downregulated in Nef+ cells indicating that Nef plays a role in inhibition of Fas mediated apoptosis. In contrast, when cells expressing HIV proteins were exposed to antigen-specific CTLs there was no inhibition of apoptosis seen, although Nef showed partial protection from CTL recognition, due to its ability to downregulate MHC Class I molecules (63). Further experiments to determine if the results of Nef inhibition of apoptosis are due solely to the downregulation of MHC Class I would be useful. Finally, apoptosis inhibition and/or induction has been observed for almost all vertebrate infecting viral families, but very little understanding of the specific mechanisms has been demonstrated. In addition, studies that concentrate on determining the biological roles of viral inhibition of apoptosis, i.e. as a host range determinant or in pathogenicity studies, are scarce. This review and reorganization of the known data in the specific context of viral evasion of CTL induced apoptosis may lead to further research to increase our understanding of how viruses have evolved to escape this prominent weapon of the host immune system. This difficult and sometimes confusing work is vital to being able to utilize apoptosis inhibition/induction as therapy against viral infections.
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